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Q. Read the story and tick the correct answer.
One day Ann and Frank went to the lake with Rover. Rover can swim well. So
Frank made him go into the water after stick. “ Jump Rover! Jump in and get
the stick .“ Pretty soon he came out with the stick in his mouth.
Q1. Who jumped in the lake ?
a.
b.
c.
d.

Ann
Frank
Rover
None of these

Q2. What did Rover chase in the water?
a.
b.
c.
d.

Rope
Stick
fish
None of these

Q3. Which is the past tense of make from the passage?
a.
b.
c.
d.

Made
Maked
Make
None of these

Q4. Tick the rhyming word of brain
a.
b.
c.
d.

Great
Grain
Grant
All of these

Q5. Tick the meaning of fierce
a.
b.
c.
d.

Cruel
Humble
Seldom
None of these

Q6. Tick the preposition of movement
a.Between
b .Inside
c .At
d .Over
Q8. Tick the past tense of ring
A .Ringed
B .Rings
C .Rang

D .All of these
Q9. Tick the adjective of Quantity
a. Many
b .Happy
c. This
d. Two
Q10. Tick the correct spelling
a.encycopedia
b.encilopedia
c.encyclopedia
d.all of these
Q11. What are the people of Spain called?
a. Briton
b .Spaniard
c. Dutchman
d. Russian
Q12. Tick the present continuous sentence
a. Amit sleeps at 9pm
b. They are watching TV
c .We will go tomorrow
d. He danced well
Q13. Tick the correct helping verb for the sentence given below

The doctor a stethoscope .
a. Has
b. Have
c. Is
d. Are
Q14. Tick the correct conjunction for the sentence given below
I go to the market I need to buy clothes.
a. And
b. But
c. Because
d. Or
Q15. Complete the expression by choosing the correct word given below.
Of water.
a. Hissing
b. Splashing
c. Babbling
d. None of these
Q16. Write synonym of emerged
a. Appeared
b. Adoring
c .Excuse
d. None of these

Q17. Tick the odd one out
A .Fluttering
B .Dancing
c. Whirling
D.Breeze
Q18. Tick the correct answer by changing the statement into question given
below.
Appan is playing football
A .Where is Appan?
B .What is he doing?
C .IsAppan playing football?
D .None of these
Q19. Tick the suitable exclamation for the sentence given belowDon’t run so fast, Ajay.
A .Stop!
b. Look out!
C .Help!
D .Ouch!
Q20. A person who pays out money at a bank is
a.Cashier
b .Draper
c. Barber
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